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Foreword

Sometimes we may bemme aware of societal trench without recognizing
their potential effects on our-social institutions. At other times, we may fail to
resPond adequately to social: changes, even though we are aware ttiat thy dee
taldng place. Among the virtues of our society are both the tendency toward
self-correctionto make adjustments in our social institutionl so thot they function
effectivelyand the tendency toward making OcQustments that anticipate needed
changes arid that, in a sense* preempt the need for self-correction;

As data in this arid companion reports show* the current levels of:education
end income achieved by racial and ethnk minorities fall below that of Whitet. Thit
imbalence in economic and educatióricil attainmentt-plus -the rapid growth in the

tlation of racial and ethnic- minority groups, raises important issues for educe-
Vlou 4ind government policy makers in eadi state. It is the intent of this report to
tzlit focus the discussion on thete issues and to encourage appropriate responses;

W1CHE is grateful to the organizations arid individtials Who have worked with
us on this important -project. The College Board cosponsored the Vudy ond
provided assistance:and advice: at several stages. The Atlantic Richf ield-Fourida-
tion provided odditional financial support. A regional advisory committee, whose
members are listed on the lollowing page; provided_ valuable assistance in preparing
these reports and helped develop a strategy for disseminating the results of the
StUdY.

August 1984 Phillip Sirotkin
Executive Director
Western Interstate Commission

for Higher Education

ThP IWKItias numberid: paft
lwa,riairad &tamed was Walk
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Introduction

Thii iériei_ of: state reports is intended to highlight the implications for
educational planning of the changing demography of the ScitithWeSt. -Thit projec-t
the OutiOtiWth Of an-earlier-report, whith was prepared -Jo provide background data
for: a regional higher education conference on minority access and retenticin in
higher edOcation (Kaufman et al., 1983).

The decision to concentrate on minorities in hi_oie- edikcitiOn-in the south-
%Vett-ern States follows from several conclusions that have been well documented;

o Certain racial GM ethnic minorities have been underrepresented in:higher
education relative to_nonminorities. This is especially true of HiSpenk
students, who ore well represented, proportionally and numerically, in the
population of these states.

o These inirfOrities are--even less well represented among college and
professional school graduates;

6 iKereases in the :proportion of racial_ and ethnic minorities among
successive age whorls present a cKallenge to educciteri aM-ipolicy
mcikers concerned with reversinei these patterns of underrepresentation;

The regiorts fcitus on each-of five southwestern: states (Arizona,:California,
Colorado* New Mexico, and Texas): individually in order to call attention tb the
most important findings in each state.

As college-age populations in ihese five southwestern states grew in teerht of
bothlthe_numl*rt arid percentages of ethnic-minority-individuals

,
policy makers will

be faced With a number of serious educational and politico1 aufntions; For
example:

o Are :current approocher_ to:provision of educational opoortuni4,--4tir oll
seeking it, regardless of ethnic lkiCkgroundsufficient, now and for the
future?

Whdt are--the- -implications _for: higher education : and: for: institutiors'
program and resource "mix" of the _growing :thincirity Shore of the
college=age population and the simultaneous-ckeline (in some states) of
the proportion of Whites in the same age groups?
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c) What are the implicatkms of the groWth of these minority populations
for the economies of the states and their supplies of highly trained
manpower, given the current distribution of minority students throughout
the educational system (by institutional level and type, for example)?

o What are the implications for the higher education institutions of tt-A
current pattern of distribution of minority students, given the changes in
the composition of the college-age group?

o If the educational patterns of minority students remain unchanged as
their numbers grow, what are the possible social arid political conse-
quences?

These questions are meant only to suggest the ;eriousness and complexity_of
Policy issues that need attention. The hope of the organizatiens publishing the
report is that its contents will be useful as Lieu: challenging questions are
addressed.

Definitions

The information- in these reports comes primarily frorn- tWo iiiiircest-the-1980
census of the population and related_ surveys by_ the United :Statu :Bureau: of :the
Census- provided- population -and --democj'aphic -data arid the Higher Education
General Information_Survey (HEGIS) conducted by:the National Center: for Educa7
tion-Statiitic& (NCES) provided-education datc3.- Reference to these two sources
ensures- that there -will be comparability-in the-data presented across states arid
that other users will hove access to the same data source&

Caution must be :used when comparing the two data bases, however, because
each source defines racial-arid-ethnic groups differently,-with particular impact on
the "Hispanic" population group._ The HEW format designates five racial or ethnic
groups: Arnerican Indian, Black, Asian, Hispanic, and :White. The Caws Bureau
uses the:racial:designations American Indian, Black, Aiian, Other,- and White, plus a
further detignation "Persons a Spanish Origin" and "Persons not of Spanish Origin,"
stating that persons of Spaniih-origin may be of any race. In this report, the
Census Bureau data have been reconciled with the HEGIS data format, resulting in
the following comparable groups:

HEGIS CFMSUS

American Indian American Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts
whether of Spanish arigin or not

Blacic Blacks not of Spanish origin

Asian Asian and Pacific Islanders whether
of Spanish origin or not

Hispanic Persons of Spanish origin, regardless
of race

White White, not of Spanish origin

Residual Total population minus the above
(also Othem races not of Spanish
origin)

2
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While_ these_ breakdowns -do_ -not avoid all-iproblems :of comparability, they
appear --to -work welli- for the purposes of this:report. = To_ keep the= terminology
short, in all 'cases Black :and White refer to- Black not-Hispanic arid Whiti not-
HiStianit. Eichibits derived from censusdata refer to the category "Spanish origini"
while: exhibits derived from HEGIS data use the term "Hispanic" ta identifY
ementiolly the some group.

_ It further must be recognized that_ the _terms "Spanish origin"- arid-"Hispanie
agaregate inta one group- several ethnia groupsi e.g.i Central American immigrants,
Latinos, Mexican Americans, and: othersi which _may vary_ from _state to -State; Eadh
of these groups- hos- its own -ckmographic -arid- -cultural- characteristics. Policy
makers- may- wish -to be: aware of these different characteristics and of their
implications for higher education.

The most recent and reliable data_available were used -in thit
Sortie eases &lore -recent data were-available, :but older information _was used
because :it was comparable with the data for earlier years _whereas_ tht_rieWer_tkitti
were_ riot _Where the racial and ethnic composition- of- -the -collegeraveipopulation

earnOared--with the composition of the :student population and :thedistribution _of
degrees:among racial land :ethnic groups (Exhibitt 8A=8E and 9A4E), HEGIS data
from 1980 Were used for the-education information in order to compare them with
census data from the same year.

3 1 0
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Summary

o Colorado'sipopulation is projected to be between 4 million and 4.6 million by
the year 2000, up from 2.9 million in 1980, a twenty-year growth rate of
between 38 and 49 percent; (See Exhibit 1.)

o Two-thirds of the population growth from 1970_ to 1980 can be accounted for
by in-migration, which is projected to remain high.

o People :of :Spanish origin:accounted for 11.8 percent of- the total population of
Colorado in 1980, biit- they -accounted for nearly 18 percent of the 0-4 age
group. (See Exhibits 2 and 3.)

o BY:2000, .nearly one-quarter:of the age 0-4 population is projected to be of
Spanish origin; (See Exhibit 3.)

o The _other minority groups Lin Colorado are _smaller..___ Blacks represented 3.5
percent of the total population in- 1980, American Indians-0.6 percent, Asians
1.0. percent, Land :all others:,0.5 percent. : However, :the other: minority :popula-
tions generally show growth patterns similar to that of the Spanish-origin
population. (See Eihibit 3.)

o Although Colorada-has --the- highest -proportion of people aged 25 and older
with college degrees, Whites far:exceed minority groups in postsecondary edu-
cational attainment. (See EXhibit 4.)

o Data _suggest that Hispanics tend to have higher high school dropout rates
than-Blocks or Whites and: tend to leave school earlier. _For example; the
Hispanic enrollment_in twelfth grade in fall 1982 was only 72 percent the size
of Hispanic enrollment in ninth grade three years earlier, compared with_ 91
and 89 percent respectively for Black and White enrollments. (See Exhibit
5.)

o Statistics from Colorado appear_ to be similar_ to nationwide figures that show
83 percent of White students completing high school- over the: period from
1973 to 1939 compared with_ 72-_:percent of Black students and 55 percent of
Hispanics. (See narrative to Exhibit 5.)

o National data: indicate that smaller percentages of stiidents -from low-income
families--enroll- in-- postsecondary education than :students from _ medium- "and
high-income families; :In Colorado, relatively high percentages of Spanish-
origin, Black, and American Indian families earned less than $15,000 in 1979.
(See Exhibits 6 and 7;)

o Present-enrollment and earned degree:patterns show serious underrepresenta-
tion_ (relative to their_ proportions in the college-age- populationaged 20-29)
of -some- minority groups in baccalaureate, -master's,:doctoral, and first profes-
sional degree programs; (See Exhibits 8A-8E and 9A4E.)

o The- numbers of -associate, bachelor's,:master's,_ andLdoctoral degrees awarded
to Hispanic _students have dropped since 1977. Blacks have earned fewer
associate and dOctoral degrees since 1977. (See Exhibit 10.)

o In summary, the greatest -population growth- in the-next- twenty years will -take
place among the minority populations, whose rates of postsecondary educa-
tional attainment and socioeconomic status have been low historically.

5

11
prevkam

numbered plge M

lie original document was blank
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Ekhibit 1
Population Growth, 1960 to 1960,

and Three Projections, 1990 tO 2000

This -exhibit- -shows- the actual siercentave- growth- -in- Colorado's -pooUlation from- -1960
to 1980. The do_tted, _dashed, and solid lines: represent _three different population
projections for 1990 ond 2000. Thse -projections are-based on-mathematical cal-
culations of trends evident today. They do not take into account economic or
social factors tbat may cause the growth rate to accelerate or to slow.

a Colorado'x_ -population is _projected _ to reach 4 imillion _to 4.6_ million: by
tl* year -200% -up from- in -1 980. The- Towth from- 4980 -te
1990 is estimated to be approximate1y:10 to 30-_percent,:andlestimates
of the overall change from 1980 to 2000 range from 38 to 59 percent.

o Both the Bureao- of the Census and the National Planning kssociation
project-that Colorado will have the seventh largest growth rate in the
1980s (Robey and Rumell, 1983);

Two-thirds of The :population growth: from _1970: to 1980 can be attrib,
uted to in-migration, GM the other one-third to natural growth
(Masnick and: Pitkin- Many_of the people migrating to Colorado
are young_ adults-, who have lattained or are approaching those years in
Mitch they will be starting faMilies.
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Exhibit 1
Papulation Growth, 1960 tot 1980,

and Three Projections, 1990 to 2000

NPA projection
C#nsus projection
Mosnick & Pitkin projection

(population numbers on chart in millions)

50 .9

1960 1970 1980 1990 201)-0

Robey and Russell, 1983; U.S. Bureau of the Cenius, 1970 and 1980; Mosnick and Pitkin, 1982.

Note; The Mosnick arid Pitkin projections ore plotted as found in their report. Projections for 2000 from
the National Planning Associotion and the Bureau of the Census are estimates calculated- by regres-
sion analysis using actual population figures from the 1960; 1970; and 1980 censuses ond the 1990
projections.

3 BEST COPY AVAILABLF
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Edriibit 2
Population by Race and Spanish Origin, 1980

Exhibit 2 presents the-proportions of racial and ethnic groups in the 1980 popula,
tion_ in Colorado; Since_the: data collected__on race and Spanish origin in 1970 and
1980 are not comparable, it is not possible to make an accurate comparison
between the two censuses.

o Colorado's 4araest minority group is tha Spanith-origin population. In
size :of: total population,: the state ranks 28th, but -its Spanish-origin
population is -the--ninth largest among the Unite&States; _ :Nearly :12
percent:of' the population considers:itself to be of SParilsh origin, Which
it the fifth highest percentage in the nation; (American Demographir
1983).

o Denver had the- seventeenth largest- metropolitan Spanish-arigin popula,
tion in:,the _country in 1980,-_-_with more_ than- 164,000. Pueblo- -ranked
forty-ninth with-nearly 42,000. In terms of _the percentage of Spanish-
origin population, :Pueblo ranked tenth with -33- percent, Greeley
twenty-ninth with 13 percent,_:and Denver forty-first with 11.5 percent
(American DemograPhics, 1983).

In comparison- with the Spanish-origin population, _other Lrninority groups
in Colorado are small: Blacks coMprise 3.5 percenta Colorado's popu-
lation, Atnerican Indians 0.6__percent, Asians:LEI:percent, all others 0.5
percent (Kaufman et al., 1983, Tables 21 arid 23).

1 4

8
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Exhibit 2
Population by Roce ond Spanish Origin, 1980

Spanish Origin 11.8%
Black 3.5%
Others _

Arrierican Indian 0.6%
Asians 1.0%
AO others 0.5%

Source: Kaufman et al 1983 Table 21 and 23

15 BET COPY AVAILABLE
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Exhibit 3
School and College-Age Population by Race and Spanish Origin,

1980 (Actual) and 2000 (Projected)

This_ exhibit:shows:the_ distribution of people of:ischool age by:race and Spanish
or -for 1980 iprojectiOn for the year 2000. The projection is based
regression analysis of age cohort groups from the 1980 census.

o Exhibit- 3- shows -that --the--Spanish-or4n population tends tO -1* highlY
concentrated _in_ the:younger age 'groups. : Although:people:of Spanish
ori9in consti4utedi-1-1-.8 -percent of the totcil population of Colorado :in
1:980, they accounted for 18, 17, and 16 percent respectively of the
three youngest age groups.

o By the _year 2000,ichildren of Spanish: origin "are projected to account
160 24.5, 23, OM 21.5 percent respectively of the three youngest At
groups.;

o While the numbers of Black, :Asian, and American:Indian -children-Will
not be as large as the Spanish-origin group, the percentages of racial
minority children in the youngest age groups are expetted to rite
steadily;

10
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Ekhibit 3
School and College-Age Ropulatian_by Race and Spanish Origin,

1980 (Actual) and 2000 (Projected)

Gobi)

25-29

20-24'

15-19

10=14

5-9

0 4

El White ID Spanish Origin

III Block American Indian 111 Asian

F._

25
_t
50

t
75 100

Each bar equals 100 percent of age group,

Crwrce: Kaufman et al., 1983, Tables 20 and 22

1980

2000

1980

2000

1980

2000

1980

2000

1980

2000

1980

2000
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Exhibit 4
Educational Attainment by Race and Spanish Origin

of krsons Aged 25 and Over, 1980

Exhibit 4 stitiVit the _proportions of the population _aged -_25 ond:over that have
completed various leVeli-of-erkiCation. -As the levels of educational tttainment
rise,- the proportions of the population reaching those levels_decrease, :The :differ,
ences--in--attaininent-arnong radial and -ethnic groups are_striking; _It __must be
emphasized that school attainment of:Colorado adults in: 1980:does-ricit-neteatatiliY
reflect *hat- it -taking place amongthe present_ generation of students:in school,
but the: educationot attainment_ of :parents -hat:been-Shown to affett the educe,.
tiOnol elvOiett _of their children, : Exhibit 5, by :presenting information on recent
enrollment figures- frii--hi0 scheol youth, may indicate thet minorities' educational
attainment is increasing.

o In 1980, Colorado-had _thehdiest-propor-tion in the nation- (23 percent)
of :college _graduates in its: population aged: 25:or older and -the third
highest -percentage- of high school graduates (78 percent) (American
Demographics, 1982).

o Although -80: percent- of the White population- cited 25 Or oVer Kad
Completed- higit -school,_ less_ than one-half -of the Sportish,origin popula,
tion had attained -tliat Of-the--Black and- Asian- populations,
approximately three-quarters had:graduated :from high:school, and nearly
seven-tenthi Of the American Iridian population completed high school;

o Approximately 45 percent of the White, 40 percent of the Block, and
46 peromt of the Asian :population hdd-completed some college
compared with ICU than 20 percent of the Spanish-origin population.

o The disparity in: educational attainment: is _most _striking -at-the- bache;
kelt- -cktii-ee- level or higKer. -For tbe White population,- 24 percent had
completed :at: least :the -baccalaureate*greet- while-28- seeent Of the
Atkin populotion hod ottained_lhatlevel; _Among the Block population,
nearly-14- percent hcidearriedia ch_gree- or more, while 12
percent _of the: American_ Indi3n categorr:hod completed at least a
baccalaurecite-ifegree. The-proportion of the Spanish-origin population
holding at least a bachelor's degree was less than 7 ParCent.
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Exhibit 4
Educational Attainment by Race and Spanish Origin

of Persons Aged 25 and Over, 1980

White

Spanish
Origin

Black

American
Indian

Asian

Bachelor's degree
Some college
Completed high school
Some high school

9M9M
Each figure represents 10 percent of the group's population.

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983, Table CO-4

-163 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Exhibil 5
Persistence ift High School of Colorado Ninth Graders,

Fall 1979 to Fall 1982 (Publk Schools Only)

5-presents -the-perc-entage of- fall 1979 ninth graders-in Colorado public
schools who _were enrolled as tenth_graders:in fall_ 1980, eleventh _gradersiiin :fall
1981-, and- twelfth _graders- in fall 1982 While these figures are not idwntical to
rates ofipersistence:_for the various racial and- ethnic groups through the -start of
the -twelfth grade, they may serve as an- indicator_ or a _relative_ measure -_of_ persis-
tence. The- numbers -of American-- Indian OM- Asion-stud6its ColarOdo are--too
small _to _irn-pc.y persistence:from the _data; In-migration has caused the absolute
numbers of -Biack-stikrents -in- the-terith did eleventh gra& groups to increase. Data
on graduation rates are not available.

This- exhibit- implies- that Hispanics -have -h4ier -dropout -rates-than
Whites -or Black& and_ that these students appear _to _ drop" out:earlier.
While White-eleventh -grackrs eitaalled almost 96_percentof White ninth
grade en:.ollments: two: years earlier, Hispanic eleventh graders totalled
86 percent of their cohort.

The _number- of Hispanic_ lIgh school_ seniors _in 1982:: comprised 72
percent-of -tM-number of ninth grackrs three years earlier as opposed
to 91 percent for Blacks and 89 percent for Whites.

o Thus, it is clear that :a sizeable part of Hispanic youth, relative to
others, will not complete high school and be eligible to enter college;

o These _figures appear_ to_ be: similar_ to_nationwide :figures, which show
the "lecikage"-of Minorities-from th-"edticational- pipeline." Nationally,
83 percent :of White students: over _the period :from :1973 :to: 1979_

completed high schaol compared with 72 percent of Block students and
55 percent of Hispanics (Astin, 1982).
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Exhibit 5
PersistencItt Fligti_Sehool_ofiColorado_Ninth Graders;

Fall 1979 to Fall 1982 (Pbblic Schools Only)

Source: Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 1984

Note: Totals for Block tenth and eleventh grade students exceed 100 percent because of in-migration.
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-Exhibit 6
Percentage _of .198CEU.S. High SchoolSeniors

Subsequently Enrolled in College

Taken:itogether, Exhibits 6_ _and 7 Illustrate: the relationships:_among: race and/or
ethnicity,- famdy -income, and -college atteridance. -State-by-state data on college
enrollment rates:are:not available, but Exhibit 6 displays the results- of -a -national
survey_ relating _to the percentage of 1980 high: school _graduates who enrolled in
olllege- diking -the -next several-years. 14 ikeult1 -be- -recognized Wet --this was a
national __survey with limited:generalization to the:population of specific :states.
The survey- did -Show that -attendance patterns in the West were different from
other regions,- Although approximately the same percentage of western high school
seniors_ attended__ college= as seniors__from other regions__ of the a greater
percentage- -of students from- -the-- West- -attekled- -two-year Celleges- then- stucknts
from the other: regions (28 percent in the West :compared !with 14 percent in the
northeast arid 16 percent in the north Central states armi the SoUth).

o The _five bah s _on the left_ef _The:exhibit show_ the college attendance
patterns for-the-racial end SPanith-cirigin- -grows. -White and Black
students attended four4year _institutions in approximately the --same
proportions, -but a- greater proportion of Whites_ than Blacks: attended
two,year: institutions, siehich accounts for -the 4reater-- overall college-
going rate tor_ White&_ Compared with: _the _ other groups, American
Indian and- SPIniih=orkin stUdents- attended-two-year colleges--in rela-
tively large proportions and fouryear colleges in low proportions.
Attendance-at- both two-year end four-year imtitutiont. by Students-of
Asian ancestry was far greater than for any other racial or origin
group.

o Attendance pattern :_vary according_ to= socioeconomic status :(SES),
which ismeasured by G composite of parental edutation, -family
income,_ father's _occupation, :and:household characleristics High :SE$
stikkrits are more likely to attend postsecondary educational irtstitutions
at all levels than those with lower SES.
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Exhibit 6
.,ercentoge of 1980 U.S. High School Seniors

Subsequently Enrolled in College

Two-year college ur-year college

Source: National Center for Education Statistics, 1984

'Socioeconomic stows is measured by a composite of porental educotion, family income, father's oc-
cupotion, and household charocteristics.
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Exhibit 7
Colorado Family Income by Race and Spanish Origin, 1979

Exhibit 7 shows the percentages of th4 Papulation with family incomes_in three
ranges: less than $15,000 per year; $!c,000 to $314,999 per year; and $35,000 or
more per year. The distribution for each racial or ethnic group is illustrated.

o Large proportions of the Block, Spanish-origin and American Indian
populations come from families earning under $15,000 per year, and
small proportions of those groups come from families earning $35,000
or more.

Family income levels for the_ White and:Asian populations are: similar:
compared with: the iather r;al -or ethnic groups, relatively low per-
centages torn lea than $1siu00 and higher percentages earn more thciii
$3SA00.

eichibit illuttrates the relatively low economic_status of Blacks,
American Indians, and people of Spanish origin in Colorada compared
With Whites and Asians.

0 Thase figuresi when combined :with the: general information_ on_student
attendance patterns pretented in Exhibit 6i demonstrate the important
connection between economic status and aducaticin.

18
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Exhibit 7
Colorado Family Income by Race and Spanish Origin, 1979

Annual Income

ILess than
$15.000

$15;000-
34;999 or more

Source: Kaufman et al; 1983; Table CO-6
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Uthibits 8A-8E
Postsecondary Enrollment

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

Figures -8A43E display_ th*-composition of postsecondary enrol irnents vice and
ethnicity compared: with -_-_each group's representation in the college-age pcpulation
(aged 20-29). Each exhibit uses bars _to portray the proportion of :one racial=or
ethnic- group-enrollid- in- each -of the four levels *f postsecondary eckication. The
bars:are _superimposed upon a background field _representing that _group's proportion
áf-the-college-age -popuicition.- --Thus, -the- recitWr can- rktermine- whether a group is
well represented among postsecondary students in proportion to its representation in
the population.

o The White_ proportion of:- enrollments_ _at' all _levels of_ postsecondary
idOcaticn-isLgreater than -the-White-proportion of -th* -callege-ccge-popula-
flan in: general._ :The:White proportion of twoyear college enrollment is
only slightly -greater than the White Share of the college-age population,
but: White :representation increases at the four-year, graduate, and first
professional levels.

o Hispanics are underrepresented_ at all :levels::of postsecondary:education,
especially at the---_graduate level, ,44fiere the proportion- of Hispanic
enrollment is one-quarter as: large as the Spanish-origin proportion of the
college-age population in Colored°.

z. The_ Black proportion_ _ofl_two-year college_ enrollment :is:slightly greater
than- the- proportion -of Blacks- in The -population. Black-representation
decreases:at the _:more advanced _levels.: so :that the:proportion_ of Block
enrollment-in Areduate sthoots is- approximately -one-third the -size of the
group's proportion: of : the college-age population, and first professional
Bleck enrollment is 41 percent of the group's proportion of the popula-
tiOri.

American -Indians- are well represented at the two-year and four-year
levels._ where :they:make _up 1.2 percent __and _0.7 percent respectively of
the_ enrollments and 0.7 percent _of the col lege-age population. They_ are
underrepresented at the -higher- levels,- however- the-American Indian-pro-
portion :of graduate_ enrollment _ is just :over: one-half of _its _proportion:of
the- -college-age population -and -nearly nine-tenths of its population
proportion at the first professional level.

o Asians are well represented: at all levels of higher education. : At-_-_the
two-year level the -proportion of Asians enrolled is equal to their
proportion of _the college-age population. _The Asian proportion of enroll-
ments-in four-year schooh- is one-third greater than the Asian proportion
Of -The --stote's college-age --population, arid -the -Asian- -proportion- of
enr)Ilments: is 8 percent higher at the graduate and first professional
ckgree levels.

20
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Exhibit 8A-
White Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

Source: Kaufman et oL, 1983; Tables 7 ond 22
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Exhibit 88
Hi Tonic Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

Source: Kaufman et ol., 1983, Tables 7 ond 22
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Exhibit 8C
Black Postsecondary Enrollments

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

Source: Kaufman et ol., 1983, Tables 7 ond 22
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Uhibit 8D
Amedcon Indian Postsecondary Enrollments

Compored with Representation in the Population, 1980

Source: Kaufman et of., 1983. Tables 7 and 22
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Exhibits 9A-9E
Earned Degrees

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980-81

Figures 9A-9E display the distribution among racial and ethnic groups of earned
degrees at five levels (associate, bachelor's, master's,-dOctoral,- and first profes-
sional) with each group's representation in the college-age population (aged 20-29).
Each exhibit uses bars to portray the proportion of earned &grees by one racial or
ethnic group in each of the five levels of postsecondary education. The bars are
siverimposed won a licickgrourid field representing that group's proportion of the
college-age population. Thus,:the reader can determine Whithir a _group is- well
represented in earned degrees in proportion to its representation in the population.

o In: general, when the proportions of degrees awar..red o embers of
minority-groups are compared with the proportions of college-age popula-
tion, the overall pattern of underrepresentation- of minorities,_especially
at the baccalaureate and higher levels, is similar to that in enrollments.

o The White proportion of those earning degrees at all levels of postsec-
ondary education is-greater than the White proporticm of the college-age
population in general. The White proportion of two-year degrees is only
sl4htly greater than the proportion of Whites in the college-age popula-
tion, butt the White propvrtion increases at the four-year, graduate, and
first professional levels.

o Hispanics are underTepresented in earned :degrees at all levels of
postsecondary- education.-- At thb two-year degree level, the proportion
of_degrees_ earned by:Hispanic students is slightly -greater than oneAdif
the size of the Spanish-origin proportion of the college-agepopulation in
the state.: At the:other degree levels, the proportions of-degrees earned
by Hispanic students is less than one-half as large as the Spanish-origin
proportion of the college age-population.

o The Bleck proportion of two-year college degrees is slightly less than
the proportion :of Blacks in the :population. Black -representation
&creases at the more advanced levels, so that the proportions of
degrees earned by Black students are approximately one4ialf the size of
the Black college-age population.

o American Indians are:well :represented -at the -two-year and first profes-
sional- levels,- hut at the other degree levels,: the_ proportions t degrees
earned by American Indians -are approximately- arie-lialf the size -of the
American Indian pro?ortion of the college-age population in Colorado.

o Asians are well_Tepresented at the associate, bachelor's, and mastees
&gree The proporticms of degrees earned by Asian studests at
the doctoral and first professional levels, however, ure lower thbn the
Asian proportion of the college-age populatiob in Colorado;

26
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Exhibit 9A
Degrees Earned by Whites

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

White Petcentoge ol:Populadon Aged 20-29
82.3%

186AV_

et

92.8%
90.7%

Source: Kaufman et ol., 1983, Tables 12 ond 22
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Exhibit 9B
Degrees Earned by Hispanics

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

Hispanic Pecentoge of Pope laden Aged 20-29
11.4%

"VC

Source: Kaufman et al., 1983, Tables 12 and 22
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Ekhibit 9C
: 1:Degrees Earned by Blacks :

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

&ource: Kaufman et al., 1983, Tables 12 and 22
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Exhibit CD
Degrees Earned tty American IL:diens

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

z
2

1

3

Am*kcin Indian krcentage al th4 PopVTation N.Xd 20-29
0.7%

SOurce: Kaufman et ol., 1983, Tables 12 ond 22
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Exhibit 9E
Degrees Earned by Asians

Compared with Representation in the Population, 1980

Source: Kaufman et at; !983; Tables 12 and 20
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Exhibit 10
Earned Degrees by Race and Spanish Origin,

1976-77 to 1980-81

The following_table presents the number:of degrees:awarded at live levels (associ,
atec-bachelorr& master's, dottoral, ciiid first professional) by racial or ethnia_group.
At the doctoral and first professional levels, interpretation is difficult because such
small nunikrs of degrees are _awarded_to minority students that year-to-year fluc-
tuations appear as substantial percentage changes.

Overalkexcept for-an -increase-in-first prOfessional &agrees of more Wan
liTpercent and a decrease iniimaster's degrees:of more- than 6 percent,
there Fick been relatively little- change in -the- _numbers_ of degrees
awarded in Colorado from the 1976-77 to the 1980-81 school years.

Hispanic-students have earned significantly wer- &gives at- all levels
except :the first professional, at:_which leveLithe: number of degrees
awarckd more Wan dabbled from 1976-77 tO 1980-81.

Block students earned more Isaciklorls, master's, and first professional
degrees in 1980-81 than in 1976-77 but markedly fewer associate and
doctoral degrees.

o The number of American Indian students earning degrees at all levels in
Colorcido is small, but they earned substantially more degrees in 1980-81
than in 1976-77 at all levels except the lkichelor's, at which level tkeY
earried slightly fewer degree&

o In-1980-81 Asian students earnedisubstantially more_ associate, bachelor's
arid master% cktirees than -they -did -in 1976-77. But- the group _earned
the same number of first professional degrees in 1980-81 as in 1976-77
and nearly 65 percent fewer doctorates.
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Exhibit 10
Earned Degrees by Race and Spanish Origin,

1976-77 to 1980-81

Pewees
Aueruded
1976-77

Decrees
Awarded
1978-79

Percent

CITT61-11

Decees:

t980-81

State Totals

Assockne 4,338 4,652 -7.2 4,355
Bachelor's I4,2CM 13,864 4.4 14,677
AtIosterSt 5,130 4,853 -5.4 4,611
Ekwtorate : _ 703 655 .6.8 711
First Professional 716 722 0.8 839

White Students

Associate 3,667 3,916 6.8 3,653
Elathelor% 12,973 12,625 -2.7 13,327
Afattenti- 4,629 4,363 -5.7 4,218
Doctorate 539 540 0.2 557
First Nvfessional 671 663 -1.2 758

I-Mmtelic StuWIritt

13466-06 357 348 -2.5 258
Uldheltre 587 562 -4.3 457
Witaitét% 178 122 31.5 94
Daiorate 46 -80.4 19
Fhlt Professional 21

_9

30 42.9 44

Ella& Stiidenti

7.seditite 204 215 5,4 160
Betlieldei 276 263 -4;7 313
hIc5te0 se 72 :5;9 79
Drithwate-- 25 :9 -640 16
First Pivfessional 14 14 00 IS

Associate 25 21 -160 34
Bachelor's 67 60 .10;4 65
Master's 11 13 =18;2 2/
Doctorate 1 4 300;12 =2
First Professional 2 5 150;0 10

Jacia-StUUenti

Associate :56 :62 10;7 103
Machekes 157 178 13;4 238
hkader's 43 39 ;9;3 53
Doctorate 17 8 ;52;9 6
First ProfiesIdonal 6 9 50-0 6

Source: Kaufman et al, 1983; Tables 12, 13, 14
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Nreent

19 14110

Percent

197640

-6.4 0.4
5.9 3.3

-0.9 -6.2
8.5 1.1

16.2 172

-6;7 4.4
56 22

-3;3 -8;9
_3.1 :3;3
14;3 13;0

-25;9 -22;7
-187 -224
23;0 .42;2
111;1 -58;7
46;7 109;5

.25;6 ..: -21;6
19;0 13;4
11;7 16;2
77;8
28;6 28;6

61;9 36;0
183 ;3;0
-61;5 '90-9
30-0 100-0
1004 400;0

66;1 83;9
33;7 51;6
35;9 233

;25;0 44.7
;333 0-0
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